ITALY | ROME

Lifestyle Suites Rome
LUXURY, DESIGN, ELEGANCE, COMFORT
AND PASSION “MADE IN ITALY”

L

ifestyle Suites is a beautiful boutique hotel impeccably reformed from a 13th century
lodge for Rome's visiting dignitaries. A stay here will completely immerse you in
Italian culture, the rising sun revealing the romance of the Four Rivers fountain and
the glorious baroque Piazza Navona from your sumptuous suite. Lifestyle Suites is an

adult only property offering very elegant, fully automated accommodation. Spread over two floors,
each of the eight fully soundproofed suites has its own distinct design and include climate control
and electronic lighting sceneries, Bluetooth surround sound receiver, showers with chromotherapy,
rainfall, waterfall, atomisation and hand shower, Sat. TV, free Wi-Fi, large dressing area plus more.
The Carillon suite, with huge bean bags, will transport you in a fairytale of precious and golden
hues. Immerse in relaxation in a free-standing bath tub with a view of Borromini's Sant’Agnese
Agone. Surrender yourself completely to the feeling of being in another dimension where everything is ethereal in the Nuvola suite; a masterpiece of light, soft lights made out of feathers and a
suspended velvet covered swing. Indulge in the luxury and comfort of the extraordinary Tempest
suite featuring a grande quilted headboard, and an innovative canopy supported by four caskets, in
which precious Copenlamp Swarovski chandeliers light up at your command. The fireplace opposite the bed, and black reflective walls in Salotto 93 suite will enchant your nights and the wonderful
view of Piazza Navona will accompany your days like a dream. Breakfast is typically Italian with
freshly-made on the premises croissants, cakes and handmade cookies. A hot American style
breakfast is available. The restaurant 'Life' is considered one of the best in Rome, serving meat and
fresh fish specialities and home-made desserts. The Terrace Lounge offers a spacious and comfortable outdoor space to enjoy a drink or relax listening to good music or simply the sound of the
courtyard's water fountain. A 24h reception and a dedicated Lifestyle Team ensure every guests.

Lifestyle Suites Rome,
www.lifestylesuitesrome.com
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